WEBINAR: CREDIT DECISIONING
AGILITY & GOVERNANCE
A COVID-19 Crisis Management Imperative
June 4th, 2020
Please note that this session was held at a particular point in time (Wednesday June 4 th, 2020, 4pm-5pm EDT), and in light of the rapidly evolving Covid-19 situation, it is possible these discussions are no longer
accurate after that date

CONFIDENTIALITY
Our clients’ industries are extremely competitive, and the maintenance of confidentiality with respect to our clients’ plans and data is critical. Oliver Wyman rigorously applies internal confidentiality practices to
protect the confidentiality of all client information.
Similarly, our industry is very competitive. We view our approaches and insights as proprietary and therefore look to our clients to protect our interests in our proposals, presentations, methodologies, and analytical
techniques. Under no circumstances should this material be shared with any third party without the prior written consent of Oliver Wyman.
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WEBINAR AGENDA

01

Introduction and context of current environment

5 mins

02

Data considerations for COVID-19 crisis management

5 mins

03

Overview of Corridor Platforms capabilities and demo

25 mins

04

Impact & benefits of integrated platform
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INTRODUCTION AND
CONTEXT OF CURRENT
ENVIRONMENT
Til Schuermann
Partner & Co-Head, Risk & Public
Policy, Americas, and Corridor
Platforms Board Member

THE CRISIS IS HAVING A LARGE IMPACT NOW AND WE EXPECT MULTIPLE WAVES
OF CASE GROWTH IN COMING MONTHS
Current Peak

Long Haul of Suppression
Initial period of volatility when reopening
begins, before testing and monitoring
mechanisms are perfected

Current peak impacts

HALLMARKS OF THE ROAD AHEAD

• 41.1M
unemployment
claims in the last 10
weeks1

1

Seemingly
“random”
regional
shutdowns

Case Growth per Day

• 8.4% of mortgage
loans are in
forbearance as of
5/17 (0.3% as of 3/1)2

2

Systematic, scaled, and sophisticated tools to enable near real-time
monitoring of the disease become well-established

3

20%+
absenteeism,
with some
employees
severely ill

4

Significant
mental health
and wellbeing
challenges for
employees

5

Unequal
economic
impact across
sectors

Changed
customer
behaviors
(perhaps
permanently)

• 150%+ increase in
avg. unemployment
insurance payment3
~2 Months

12+ Months

1. Source: FRED, 3/14/2020-5/23/2020; 2. Source: Mortgage Bankers Association; 3. Source: CARES Act
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THE FORBEARANCE “TIME OUT” HAS PROVIDED A SHORT-LIVED RELIEF TO DEFINE
NEW STRATEGIES, BUT THE CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE TO ACT MAY BE SEVERE
Forbearance programs have provided an opportunity to design and implement a credit risk management program –
failure to be proactive could have serious consequences down the road
Extreme financial impact
• In last recession, US unemployment peaked at ~10% – this crisis is already significantly worse, with unemployment at ~15%
• If not well managed, the severity of losses could have severe and lasting impacts on bank financial health and share price
Loss of customers and reputation
• Material groups of customers are being impacted – more than ~4.2 million homeowners are in forbearance plans
• Mishandling customer interactions and messaging could irreparably harm customer loyalty and brand, particularly as other banks
look to take valuable customers as the crisis is resolved
• The crisis presents both an opportunity and hazard as banks navigate challenges of serving their customers and the broader public

Lasting legal and regulatory complications
• The last recession left a long tail of regulatory and legal troubles for banks
• A lack of process rigor and controls could leave the industry in a difficult situation
© Oliver Wyman
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THE CRISIS RESPONSE PRESENTS UNPRECEDENTED CHALLENGES AND PLACES
A PREMIUM ON AGILITY
Scale and sharpness of the pandemic
Uncertainty in speed and strength of recovery

Unprecedented state support and lender-provided relief, creating a delayed impact on credit
scores and delinquency
Shifting behavior and uncertain payment capacity
Unreliable traditional risk indicators, and no easy mechanism to capture government actions
Models and strategies pushed beyond their limits due to reliance on historical sensitivities
to macroeconomy
How can you address these challenges quickly – and safely?
© Oliver Wyman
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DATA CONSIDERATIONS
FOR COVID-19 CRISIS
MANAGEMENT
Mike Hepinstall
Partner, Finance & Risk

LENDERS NEED NEW DATA SOURCES AND ATTRIBUTES TO MANAGE CREDIT IN THIS
CRISIS
New / expanded customer-level data sources or attributes
Income situation

• Deposit account data on current customers
• To estimate or verify income
• To indicate potential income instability
• Expanded third-party employment verification for new originations

Secondary sources
of repayment

• Balances in savings and/or investment accounts

New aggregate sources

• Home equity

Debt situation

• Expanded use of bureau information on ‘off-us’ debts

Prospects for local areas
should also be considered,
particularly for customers in
marginal situations e.g.
• Strained affordability
• Unstable income
• High leverage

• Total debt, bankcard debt (traditional, but underused)
• New indicators for forbearance/deferment
Expenses

• Transaction data on current customers

• Credit bureau data on required payments for off-us debts
Behavior

• Forbearance (including off-us) may affect logic but not determine outcomes
• For customers not in forbearance, scores remain strong indicators
• For those in forbearance, consider further diligence on actual payments

© Oliver Wyman
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CREDIT RISK STRATEGIES SHOULD CONSIDER NEAR-TERM ECONOMIC PROSPECTS
In this crisis the economy is being driven strongly by the pandemic, which is evolving quite differently across the states
Credit strategies should account for employment
outlook and downside vulnerability

Pandemic Navigator provides insights on recent
trends, near term outlook and downside scenarios

• Pandemic outlook directly affects credit outlook for
customers in marginal financial situations

• Sophisticated epidemiological model

• Many lenders have pulled back given recent
economic shocks and ongoing uncertainty
• In past crises, better margins and share have accrued
to lenders that were faster to resume lending, while
appropriately controlling and pricing for new risks

• Accounting for causal relationships – i.e., policies and
popular behaviors that influence rate of spread
• Updated daily to reflect latest experience at a
hyperlocal level
Weekly change in new cases – as of 6/1/2020

• Local vulnerability attributes can be used to enhance
credit strategies at a state or county level
– Short-term outbreak severity outlook
– Vulnerability to further lockdowns (medium term)

© Oliver Wyman
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OVERVIEW OF CORRIDOR
PLATFORMS CAPABILITIES
AND DEMO
Manish Gupta
Founder and CEO of
Corridor Platforms

CORRIDOR PLATFORMS INTRODUCTION
Mission Statement
Corridor Platforms is a leading decision workflow governance and automation capability designed by industry veterans to rapidly
transform risk and marketing decisioning at banks, enabling them to leverage new data, AI and automation to create competitive
excellence in revenue growth, risk control and operating efficiency in the age of digitization

Critical capabilities required

Corridor Platforms capabilities

01

Upfront governance and post-hoc traceability

• Enhanced and transparent governance to facilitate
quick approval
• Rapid realization of benefits from new data & AI

02

Accelerated decisioning lifecycle

• Seamless end-to-end connectivity that eliminates manual handoff, facilitates automation & compress change cycles

03

Model performance and portfolio monitoring

• Systematic tracking of performance to prevent slippage
• System alerts and triggers to manage by exception

Connect to small or big data using
flexible connectors
© Oliver Wyman

Ease of Integration

Deploy standalone artifacts into Banks
production systems seamlessly
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PAIN POINTS CREATED FROM LACK OF CONNECTIVITY

Data

Models

Copying data creates land
fills/no system of record
• Inefficiency caused by
duplicate definitions and
no single source of truth
• Inability to track
data usage across
modeling teams
• Model governance
has long lead times

© Oliver Wyman

Policy

Manual process and batch
evaluation of strategies
• Ability to experiment
is constrained
• Tracking of policy impact
is manual and difficult
• Proliferation of rules
added over time cause
compliance challenge

Production

Analytics to Production
hand-off done manually
• Recoding and testing
of policy in production
is time consuming
• Inability to audit decisions
post-fact systematically
• Process is manual and
error prone if quick
changes need to be made
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FULLY CONNECTED PLATFORM
Analytical Environment

Production Environment

Data

Models

Light API connectivity
to all data sources

Connect to multiple
ML engines easily

Policy
Flexible rule engine
with full connectivity

End-to-end Decision Workflow Governance and Automation

Data Vault

Feature Eng.

Model Studio

Production

Real-time Compiler
No recoding or mapping

Policy Development
Product & Framework

Corridor Standalone
Decision Artifact

Continuous tracking of performance & rapid recalibration

Reduce cycle time to 1–2 weeks from analytics to production
© Oliver Wyman
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ANALYTICAL TO PRODUCTION PROCESS
Quick Integration with Bank’s Legacy Systems

01

Build
Analytics

Build

Evaluate

Approve

Validate

02 Policy

Compile

Policy Dev.
Product &
Framework
Model Studio
Feature Eng.
Data Vault

03

Clients Data Lake
Applicant
Data

Bureau
Data

Performance
Data

Export
Artifact

Corridor Standalone
Decision Artifact
(for production
deployment)

© Oliver Wyman
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ENABLED USE CASES
Underwriting

Optimized Pricing

Segmented Offers

Prospecting

Customer
Management

Pre-Approved
Offers

Line Management

Corridor
compiled
artifact

New Product
Campaign

Forbearance
Workouts

Continuous Tacking & Monitoring
Build

Evaluate

Approve

Validate
© Oliver Wyman
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CRISIS RESPONSE CASE STUDY (DEMO)

01

02

•

Load crisis
indicators

•

Approve/Track
permissible use

•

•

03
Setup model
tracking for crisis
segments

Automate alerts

04

•

Strategy rewiring for
crisis segment

•

Simulate Impact and
approve

•

Production
deployment in Realtime

•

Full audit trail at
decision level

Corridor Standalone
Decision Artifact

© Oliver Wyman
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IMPACT & BENEFITS OF
INTEGRATED PLATFORM
James Morgan
Partner, Financial Services
and Digital

WORKPLAN FOR CRISIS RESPONSE (8-12 WEEKS)

Weeks 0–2
• Setup secure
segregated environment
• Install & configure Corridor
• Select critical crisis
impacted product
& strategies
• Extract related data into
secure environment
• Add incremental crisis
indicators to use for
policy refinement
© Oliver Wyman

Weeks 2–4
• Replicate BAU strategies
on Corridor
– Upload data, features,
models powering policies
• Simulate BAU policy
in Corridor
• Propose policy (short-term)
and model enhancement
(mid-term) & build
business case

Weeks 4–6

Weeks 6–8

• Configure policy
enhancement on Corridor

• Extract artifact from
Corridor

• Setup champion/challenger
policies and evaluate
analytics

• Test BAU vs crisis policy
artifact in production

• Run compliance and
governance metrics
and get approval

• Orchestrate transition to
crisis policy artifact for ‘live’
• Setup tracking and monitor
of performance
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INTEGRATED DECISIONING PLATFORM: AN EVER-LASTING TRANSFORMATION
A well-designed decisioning platform provides the benefits of cutting-edge analytics with the adaptability and speed of leading digital platforms

Traditional siloed approach

New-world approach with full integration

01

Static data files are provided
to modeling teams

03

02

Development provides static
testing results to validation

04

© Oliver Wyman

Static data files are provided
to modeling teams
Technology team and data team
implement final model in production
environment

01

Data team populates platform
with data

03

Model validation team check
model in platform

02

Model development team
builds model

04

Platform sends model to
production environment
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IMPROVED MODELS AND AUTOMATION CAN IMPROVE LOAN ORIGINATION VOLUMES
WHILE PROTECTING EXPECTED RETURNS
Impact
20% improvement in marketing efficiency
20% reduction in credit/fraud losses
10% reduction in opex
Facilitate
innovation
• Rapid data
integration
from lake
including new data

• Faster recalibrations
of model/policies

Leverage
powerful AI
• Rapid realization of
benefits from AI
through enhanced
and transparent
governance
• Powerful model
monitoring
capabilities to
prevent slippage

Shorten
time-to-market

Real time
personalization

• Automated
workflows

• Business friendly
policy/rule engine

• Evaluate, approve
and validate
centrally

• Integrated lifetime
value frameworks

• Quick conversion
of analytics to
production

• Optimize pricing
at “segment-of-1”

Corridor Platforms foundation: Connected Design, Integrated Governance, Ease of Integration

© Oliver Wyman
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS, CHECK OUT OUR RECENT POV AND LET US PROVIDE
YOU WITH A MORE IN-DEPTH, TAILORED DEMO
POV summary
Oliver Wyman and Corridor Platforms have collaborated to explore how
a well-designed decisioning platform can enable your organization to
answer three key questions to overcome the challenges inherent in
adopting new data, technology, and machine learning into core
business processes that are heavily regulated in order to achieve the
benefits of digitalization and advanced analytics:
– How can we quickly update and advance our production models
in a well governed and transparent manner — to keep pace with
COVID-19 impacts and the evolution of the market?
– How can we integrate our decisioning models and policies to
allow for rapid and efficient updating in the face of evolving
conditions?
– Should I invest in rapidly building up capabilities to execute
complex machine learning models and provide real-time
decisions and optimized account-level pricing?
https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2020/jun/consumerlending-and-credit-decisioning-during-covid-19.html

We would be happy to provide you with a more in-depth demo tailored to your needs
© Oliver Wyman
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THANK YOU; POST-WEBINAR LOGISTICS; Q&A
Contact us
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Til Schuermann
Til.Schuermann@oliverwyman.com

Manish Gupta
manish@corridorplatforms.com

James Morgan
James.Morgan@oliverwyman.com

Mike Hepinstall
Mike.Hepinstall@oliverwyman.com
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READ OUR LATEST INSIGHTS ABOUT COVID-19 AND ITS GLOBAL IMPACT ONLINE

Oliver Wyman and our parent company Marsh & McLennan
(MMC) have been monitoring the latest events and are putting
forth our perspectives to support our clients and the industries
they serve around the world. Our dedicated COVID-19 digital
destination will be updated daily as the situation evolves

© Oliver Wyman

Visit our dedicated COVID-19 website:
https://www.oliverwyman.com/coronavirus
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QUALIFICATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or publication, nor is it to be reproduced, quoted, or distributed for any purpose
without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman. There are no third-party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified, unless otherwise expressly indicated. Public information and
industry and statistical data are from sources we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The findings contained in this report may contain
predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such predictions are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events, or conditions, which occur
subsequent to the date hereof.
All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole responsibility of the client. This report does not represent investment advice nor does
it provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any and all parties. In addition, this report does not represent legal, medical, accounting, safety, or other specialized advice. For any such advice,
Oliver Wyman recommends seeking and obtaining advice from a qualified professional.

